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CHAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
The microcirculatory system is an inaccessible segment of the 
vasculature because capillary pressure or capillary blood flow caIUlot 
easily be measured by direct techniques. Indirect techniques require 
the isolation of large sections of tissue. However, these sections 
include other segments of the vasculature, which may have character-
istics that differ from that of the m.icrocirculation. Pappenheimer 
and Soto-Rivera (1948) devised a technique to calculate mean capillary 
pressure indirectly in an isolated tissue by utilizing inflow arterial 
pressure, outflow venous pressure, and bleed flmv. The technique 
experimentally measured the capillary pressure required to oppose 
the colloid osmotic pressure of the blood protein (isogravimetric 
capillary pressure). 'lbis capillary pressure value is assumed to 
remain relatively constant. However, initial data accumulated in the 
present study revealed that more than one isogravimetric capillary 
pressure value could be determined. 
Therefore, an isotope study ~-ras conducted in order to investigate 
the discrepancy. The purpose of the present study was to reveal 
whether the observation of more than one isogravimetric capillary 
pressure was due to the mechanics of the technique itself, or to 
changes within the state of the arterial or venous systems. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATtTRE SURVEY 
A. Microcirculation Anatomy 
1. F\indamental Vascular Pattern: The microcirculatory pattern 
of mesentery (Chambers and Zweifach, 1944), bat wing (Wiedman, 1963), 
urinary bladder (OTafflin, 1953), and skeletal muscle (Zwei!ach, 1955) 
have been examined. Although each bed is peculiar unto itself, there 
exists a fundamental vascular pattern common to all areas. 
A diagrammatic arrangement according to Zweifach (1949) is 
outlined in figure 1. The microcirculation begins at the precapillary 
ar', erioles, vessels approximately 20 to 30 microns in diameter. These 
vessels consist of an endothelial tube invested by a single layer of 
smooth muscle. From such vessels arise the me~.rterioles, tubes of 
endothelium surrounded by a single but discontinuous layer of smooth 
muscle. These vessels may continue directly to form collecting venules 
or they may give rise to preferential channels. The final subdivision 
of the vascular apparatus is the true capillary, vessels devoid of 
smooth muscle, except at their point of origin. This very strategically 
placed smooth muscle has been called the precapillary sphincter. 
The preferential or thorough-fare channel must also be mentioned 
since it is a morphologically and functionally distinct section of 
the microcirculation (Zweifach, 1955). This vessel is a branch of the 
2 
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Dia«r&W!Ultio arran1911itnt ot the mierocirculation 
accot'ding to Zweitaeh ( 1949). 
precapillary arteriole, which, as the metarteriole, continues to 
become the main collection venule. These ve~sals also have a discon-
tinuous coat of contractile smooth muscle elements at their initial 
segments, but this coat gradually disappears as the channels join 
with one another to form collecting venules. 
Zweifach (1937, 19h9, 1955) differentiated between true capil-
laries and the nom-lD.uscular portions of preferential channels. He 
called the non-muscular portions of preferential channels muscular 
capillaries, in spite of the absence of smooth muscle cells. Both 
vessels are made up of a single layer of endothelium, although 
muscular capillaries are surrounded by a thick coat of connective 
tissue. These vessels are similar 1n that both can fwiction in the 
transcapillary exchange of fluids. Howev13r, muscular capillaries 
would, because of their thicker coat, normally contribute little to 
the net transfer of fluids. According to Zwei.fach (1955), the main 
distinction between the two vessels is that muscular capillaries 
provide the most direct blood flow pattern from arterioles to venules. 
True capillaries arise at right angles, either from the metarteriole 
or the preferential channel, and the blood flow through these vessels 
is sporadic and variable 1n patt.ern. 
Direct microscopic examination of the microcirculation of skeletal 
muscle has seldom been accomplished. The thick bundles of muscle 
tissue do not permit such examination. The anatomical arrangement of 
blood vessels, particularly in man, has been studied by the injection 
4 
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of radio-opaque substances and the radiographic analysis or the dissected 
muscle segments (Campbell and Pennefather, 1918). The arterisl and 
venous blood vassals aasociated with a muscle mass enter at the natural 
cleavage planes. gach mass is surrounded by a network of vessels, in 
which the art~ries and veins interconnect freely. Mu.sole fibers are 
supplied with blood by the branching of metarteriolas which distribute 
to the capillaries. The capillaries run parallel to, and between, 
the muscle fibers. The vascu"lar pattern has not been described beyond 
thia level of detail. 
Zweifach ( 19$5) used rat spinotrapezius MU8ole in order to perform 
a microaoopic examination of skeletal muscle. The spinotrape7.1ue 
muscle is a flat, thin, back muscle, which lends itsal! to such studies. 
The microeirculation pattern Zweifach described contained all the 
eleraents as arranged in figure l with one exception. There existed 
axtensiva cross connections between small arteries and especially 
between arterioles to form a series of arcades. This arrangement 
is not unique and has bean described previously by Bloomfield (19hS) 
tor a muscle which receiVQS its blood from only one source, entering 
at the and of the muscle, e.g., the gastrocmmiua. Wiedman (196J) 
al~o described the arteriolar arcade as a prominent feature of the 
vo.seulatura in the wing ot the common brown bat.. Such an arrangement 
ia advantageous since it makes it almost impossible for a capillary 
network to be isolated from the main blood supply unlese an obstruc-
tion occurs in the main artsry. In vascular beds containing a aeries 
of arcades, the capillary bed is fed by metarterioles which come 
off at right angles from the arteriolar arcade. 
2. Specialized Shunt MechanisJU: There exists w'ithin the eircu-
latory system several Mechanisms for short circuiting the blood supply 
from one area to another. Aooording to Boyd {1952) t.hese machanis:m.s 
can be classified as (1) arterio-venous anastomoses, {2} spacialized 
muscular apparatus in the wal:;s or blood vessels, and (3) preferential 
channals. 
'nle first, an arterio-vell0\18 anastomoses is a short vessel with 
wall <':!aveli:>ped muscular .,alenl!lnts. It connects arteries and vtd.ns 
wit..'11'.>ut t.."la intanniadiation ot capillaries (Grant, 1930, Zweifach, 
1949, Walder, 1952). Clark, who reviewed the literature in 1938, 
stated that arterio-venous anaatomosea normally are .found in parts 
of animals moat frequently subjected to mechanical and thermal 
irritation. These types of stimuli produced local dilatations of 
arteries and ari.eriolas in areas such as claws and hooves of 
aniWlls {Grant and Bland, 1931), tips of tails, bes.ks of birds, and 
'9<ot"O of such animals as rabbits. Arterio-venous shunts functioned 
primarily tor temperature regulation in the rabbit (Grant, 1930, 
Grant, Bland, and Camp, 1932). In man, these shunts are best found 
in the dermis of the skin, (Grant and Bland, 1931) where they join 
small arteries to small veins or arterioles with venules. 
The distribution of vascular shunts ia not limited to the skin 
6 
in man. They can be .found in a wide range of tissues, including 
the intestinal tract, glands, liver, genital system, and kidney 
(Boyd, 1952), but not in skeletal muscle. The studies of Barlow 
et al (1961) and Henkin et al (1966) did not support the presence 
of arterio-venous shunts in skeletal muscle. Instead, they suggested 
that a dual, parallel circulatory system existed within skeletal 
muscle. One system is a rapidly circulating circuit concerned with 
the nutrition of muscle fibers, and the second system is a slowly 
circulating circuit associated with connective tissue. 
Boyd's second classification, the specilized muscular apparatus 
found in the walls of blood vessels will not be discussed extensively. 
These are, for example, sphincters found in the hepatic veins of the 
dog, concerned with the regional distribution of blood to that area. 
Boyd's third classification, arteric-venous capillaries or 
preferential channels, have been described for the rat mesoappendix 
by Zweifach (1940) and Chambers and Zweifach (1944). This vessel 
was previously described as a further extension of a metarteriole 
devoid of smooth muscle. Later, Zweifach (1955) noted that these 
vessels also were present in rat skeletal muscle nnd were distributed 
predominately along the free margins of the muscle. During periods 
of reduced blood flow, the circulation persisted through the prefer-
ential channel, while the interior of the muscle fed by capillary 
vessels became ischemic. No other investigator has described such 
vessels to date. 
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2. Capillary Pressure Measurement 
A. Direct Methods: Capillary blood pressure has been measured 
directly and indirectly. The direct method is very similar to the 
technique used to measure arterial or venous pressure in a large 
vessel. Minute cannulae are inserted into a single capillary vessel 
and then the pipettes are connected to a water manometer. Carrier 
and Redberg (1923) were the first to attempt such measurements. 
The~r studies were conducted using human subjects, where the only 
raadi~v accessible capillary bed is found in the nail fold. They 
inserted a micro-pipette with a tip diameter of approximately 20 
microns. The pressures recorded ranged between J to 5 mm Hg. These 
low pressures do not represent the pressure within a capillary vessel. 
Carrier .s.nd Red.berg measured the pressure required to draw blood into 
the micro-pipette and these pressures are approximately 5 to 10 mm Hg 
lower, due to the resistance offered by the glass pipette. Further-
more, their pipette size limited them to measuring pressures in venous 
loops found in the nail bed. 
Landis (1926) succeeded in drawing out a finer glass pipette 
with a tip diameter 111/6 to 1/3 the length of a frog's red corpuscla, 
i.e., .from 4 to 8 microns. 11 The average pressure he measured in the 
human nail bed was 20 mm Hg, with a range of 17 to 37 mm Hg. Landis 
obtained these higher recordings by balancing the pressure in the 
capillary vesse 1 with the fluid in the manometer. In 1960, MacLeod 
utilized Landis' method in order to measure capillary pressure 
8 
in edematous patients. The control pressure values obtained by direct 
micropuncture of a single capillary loop in the skin of the nail 
fold averaged 22 mm Hg, with a range of 16 to 27 mm Hg. 
Wiederhielm et al in 1962 obtained a direct recording of capillary 
pressure in the micro-vesaels found in the frog web. A.n ultra thin 
micro-electrode, the tip diameter of which was l to 5 microns, 
was filled with a solution that wars hypertonic with respect to body 
fluids. These electrodes were inserted into vessels located in an area 
magnified with a microscope. The body fluids entered into the tip, 
diluting the hypertonic solution, and this was recorded as a change 
in the electrode's electrical resistance. A. servo system sen&ed the 
resistance change, forced the diluted solution out and recorded the 
pressure required to maintain the original electrical resistance 
within the tip. This system, therefore, provided an indication of 
the pressure of the intracapillary fluid. 
Outside of these few instances, direct measurements of oapill&rY' 
pressure baa not been reported. For one, the pressure between two 
individual capillary vessels, close in proximity to each other can 
vary greatly (Landis, 1934). Periodic alterations in arteriolar 
resistance results in a continual change in the pressure in an indi-
vidual capillary (Johnson, 1966). In both man and animals, there 
are relatively few mierocirculatory segments that permit direct 
cannulation. Thus, technical difficulty and nuotuations in pre-
capillary sphincter ac~ivity make direct capillary pressure measure-
9 
ments impractical. 
B. Indirect methods: Between 1875 and 1924, many attempts were 
made to measure capillary pressure in man by indirect methods. These 
methods were all basically similar in that they consisted of an 
application of a graded pressure upon a tissue by means of a trans-
parent rigid plate (Roy, 1879, Strax and De Graf, 1931) or by means 
of a rubber sheet surrounding and compressing the tissue under study 
(Danzer and Hooker, 1920). The indirect method for determining 
capillary pressure results in a determination of a mean pressure 
value because it is based upon the entire capillary bed under obser-
vation. 
10 
In a review, Landis (1934) listed the mean capillary pressures 
determined by the indirect method as reported by various investigators. 
Mean capillary pressure ranged form 5 to 4.5 mm Hg. This wide range 
is due to the variable criterion taken by each investigator to indicate 
the state of balance. The average normal values varied so widely for 
a single tissue that it was impossible to draw any definite conclusions 
especially concerning the relationship between capillary pressure and 
the colloid osmotic pressure of the blood. 
A second indirect method for measuring mean capillary pressure 
is the iaogravimetric technique developed by Pappenheimer and Soto-
Ri vera (1948). The technique consists in the lowering of inflow 
arterial pressure while raising the outflow venous pressure in order 
to produce a constant preparation weight. Ultimately, a point is 
reached where arterial pressure equals venous pressure and flow 
is zero; the pressure throughout the system is the same. This 
pressure is called the isogravimetric capillary pressure (Pci). 
However, the isogravimetric capillary pressure determined by the iso-
gravim.etric technique is not the same pressure as that which exists 
under normal _!!! !!!,2 conditions, where arterial pressure is normally 
high and venous pressure is nonnally lou. Isogravim.etric capillary 
pressure is the pressure required to oppose the colloid osmotic 
pressure generated by the plasma protein. 
3. Capillary Filtration Measurement 
A. Plethysmograph: Blood vessels are distensible structures. 
The volume of blood vessels varies in proportion to the amount of 
blood oontained within the intravascular space, and any change in 
vascular volume will be reflected by a change in the total volume 
11 
of the organ under study. Lewis and Grant (1925) were the first to 
employ a plethysmographic technique to study the limb volume changes. 
They enclosed a human forearm within a glass cone. The cone was closed 
at each end by rubber tubing and was filled with water. Records 
were taken of the movements of the water meniscus in the outlet tube 
by means of the transmission of air to a bellow recorder. Barcroft 
and Edholm (1943) carried the analysis one step farther. They per-
formed similar experiments but measured the volume changes of the fluid 
within the cone to indicate blood fiow in the human forearm. According 
12 
to their method, a cuff was applied to the upper arm in order to impede 
venous drainage. The venous cuff was inflated and the resulting 
slope of the limb volume curve was used to calculate the rate of 
arterial inflow. The volu.rne change continued for approximately 
fifteen seconds. They •xplained this as an accumulation of blood, 
mainly in the venous vessels. However, when the venous pressure rose 
to equal the occluding preesura applied to the forearm, the veins 
begain to empty; outflow equaled inflow, and the volume of the &I'!n 
remained constant, except for a slow increase in volume due to the 
filtration of water into the interstitial spa.ca. This continuous 
increase in volume lasted many minuws. He Michael and l1orris (1936) 
calculated the rate of out~ard ca?illary filtration from this 
nf11tration slope.n 
Two problems are involved in the measurement of capillary 
filtration in a congested limb. There are (1) unknown resting 
capillary pressure, and (2) unknown venous congestion pressure. 
Actual venoUB congestion presaur8 differs from cuff pressura bacause 
of the loss of preeeure energy tetwaen the cuff and the tissue. To 
circumvent these problems, Celander and Marild (1962) measured the 
rates of filtration at 20 and ho mm Hg cuff pressures. They correlated 
the difference in filtration rates at these cuff pressures with t.he 
differe.1ce of venous outflow pressures 1 prDdUc!ld by cuff prt1ssu.res 
of 20 and ho mm Hg. The difference between the filtration rate 
at 20 mm Hg and ho mm Hg :<1as used to calculate the rate of filtration. 
They assumed taat 80% of the venous pressure increase was transferred 
back to the capillaries. Thus, the application of a 20 mm Hg venous 
eutt preasure increase produced a rise of approximately 16 mm Hg 
capillary pressure. The mean rate of filtration in calf muscles 
ot a newborn child, after a congestion period of 5 minutes, was 
0.011 ~ .OOli ml/ min/ 100 ml/ a Hg. 
The fluctuations in vasomotor tone may produce variations in 
arm vascular volume. These changes in volume obeeur the recorrting 
ot the filtration slope. In order to avoid these probleJtts, Krogh 
et al (1932) developed the pressure ~lethysmograph 1n order to study 
filtration rates. By this method, the blood vessels -were temporarily 
emptied by external pressure before and after a period of Yeno11s 
congestion. Quantitati"Ye studies or filtration wre performed by 
determ.1.ning the change in volume of the tissues and the extravaacualr 
fluid, but not the contents of the blood vessels. Krogh et al (1932) 
demonstrated that venOWJ occlusion pressures above 17 C'lll of water 
resulted in an exchange of fluid that was directly proportional to 
the increase in venous pNsaure. In the light of the work done by 
Krogh et al, Celander and Marild"s filtration rate measurement may 
represent a constant because they measured a filtration rate above 
17 cm. or cuff pressures ( at 20 and LO mm Hg}, and were al'ile to 
9xprees the rate per mm Hg pressure applied. 
Krogh, who worked with Landis and Gibbon in 1932, measured a 
filtration rate ot .005'5' cc/min/100 cc/cm of water pressure for a 10 
lJ 
minute congestion period. Landis and Gibbon (1933) continued to use 
the congestion technique with some variations included to improve the 
apparatus. For periods of congestion between 15 to 30 minutes, the 
filtration rate was measured to be .0028 cc/min/100 cc of forearm. 
They showed that the rate of filtration produced by any venous pressure 
decreased rapidly as fluids accumulated in the tissue spaces over the 
30 minute period. This explained the greater rate of filtration 
previously obtained. 
B. Weight Recordinge: Danielli (1940), during his study of capillary 
permeability and edema formation, was the first to periodically measure 
the weight of the preparation during a perfusion experiment. He used 
weight changes to quantitate changes in extravascular volume. Hyman 
and Chambers (1943) placed their muscle preparation on a balance device 
in order to continuously measure the gain or loss of weight. However, 
their ~ensitivity level was low, i.e., a one gram change in weight 
of the preparation corresponded to a displacement of about one cm 
on the kymograph drum. Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera (1948) electri-
cally amplified the sensitivity of the system so than one gram change 
in weight produced a deflection of 20 to 30 nun on their recording 
apparatus. 
However, weighing devices only can reflect changes 1n t.otal 
tissue volume. Pappeheimer and Soto-Rivera (1948) and Johnson (1959, 
1960) both agree that the weight change that is recorded is the sum 
of the increases in intravascualr blood volume and interstitial 
fluid volume. Since the rate of weight change appeared constant 
after the first minute, it was assumed that this continuous but slow 
change represented interstitial fluid accumulation, and that the 
rapid initial change represented an alteration in intravascular blood 
volume. 
In 1962, Johnson and Hanson collected venous blood samples 
from isolated sections of perfused intestine. These samples were 
drawn at various intervals during the course of one weight change 
and analyzed the changes in plasma protein ooncentration. Capillary 
filtration rate calculated from the rate of plasma flow and the 
change in protein concentration corresponded to the capillary fil-
tration rate as determined by weight change during the slow change 
phase. Mellander (1960) obtained similar findings for the hindl:imb 
of the cat. 
Baker (1964) examined the time course of the weight changes 
produced by an alteration in pressure and suggested three segments: 
(1) a rapid increase in weight beginning with the increase in flow 
1.5 
and lasting about 7 seconds, (2) a moderate increase in weight starting 
after 7 seconds and lasting up till 38 seconds, and (3) a gradual increase 
in weight continuing beyond the 38 second time period. Baker attri-
buted the rapid weight increase, saan in the first interval, largely 
to intravascular volume change, whereas the gradual but constant 
weight increase, seem in the third interval, was due wholly to 
the change of extravascular volume. The moderate weight increase, 
seen in the second interval, was thou~1t to be a transition period 
vhich included chang~a in both intravaseular and extravascular volumes. 
In an attempt to quantitate the relationship bet.i...reen capillary 
pressure, capillary filtration rate, and effective protein osmotic 
pressure, Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera (1948) coupled the technique 
of '1-teighing the preparation with a technique they termed the iso-
gravimetric method. This ingeneous procedure consistad in the low-
ering of arterial pressure in steps of 15 to 20 mm Hg and elevating 
venous pressure in order to aetablish a constant wight ( the iao-
gravimatric state) within the perfused, isolated cat hindlim.b. The 
venous pressure required to oppos~ net reabsorption of fluid between 
the plasma and tissue, determined at zwro now, was termed the 
isogravimetric capillary pressure. Ultimately, by using a series 
of equations, it was possible to estimate mean capillary pressure. 
In order to localize the site of autoregulation within the 
intestine, Johnson and Hanson (1962) used the same technique. 
This technique was well suited tor their purpose since it permitted 
the separate estimation of arterial and venous resistance. Durin~~ 
later studies on mean capillary pressure and venous resistance in the 
intestine (Johnson, 1965) and skeletal muscle (Thelaaius and Johnson, 
1966), t.he prodadure was modifie · '.. .hat one major arterial pressure 
drop and one major venous pressure increase to the point or zero 
no;.,r was used to determine the isogravimetric capillary pressure. 
L.. Isotope Studies 
Schadle et al ( 19S8) used a radio•iaotope technique in conjunc-
tion with a weighing technique in order to a•sesa e.xtravaeeular 
volume chanpa. h traneeapill1h'J JnOvement ot nuid wae measured 
by the dilution ot two blood tap, the plaau tag T-1624 and the 
red cell tag P-32. The tap uere adaa:>d to the blood in the rese!"f'Oir, 
stirred, and allowed to now through their preparation tor a period 
of lS minutes. The entire venous outflow vu caught 1n interrupted 
samples. Sample volumes wn approxiutelJ' l cc each. Th••• sample• 
were hent01.yzed by the addition of a fw granules ot dey aod1um laurJ'l 
sulfate. They were taen tranaterrea to the multi-celled sample 
container and one minute beta counts were attained on each sample, 
using a thin glua-walled Geiger Mueller tube. According to th• 
authors, the technique wu eulticiently atmaitive to indicate a 
concentration change of the tap ot leas than U. 
However, this atudy exhibi ta several wakneaaea. Schadle et 
al used the mthod as reported b7 Lawson et al (1954) to determine 
the concentration of the isotope P-32 within the blood samples. 
N•ither investigator accurately l'l&ft48ured the blood eample volumes 
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in order to be sure that th•y were precia&lJ equal. This is important 
since th• total amount ot th• iac: t.(,~ contained in a sample will V&f7 
u the volume variee. Both reports do not indicate that one cc 
sample• ot blood were equivalent to intinite thick samples. If this 
were the case, preci8el7 •uured voluawa no longer would be blportant. 
Preliminary studies conducted for this present experiment revealed 
that l cc samples of hlood did not. produce an infinite thick sample. 
Horeover, isotopes disintegrate in a random fashion, and thus, high 
concentrations or extended counting periods are required to obtain 
the ext,remely sanill 1% variation reported for in vitro stud1H. 
-
Ueither of these requirements seemed ': he mat by the investigators .. 
Therefore, it is difficult to ace~pt the findings of the study of 
Schadle et al. 
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CHAPT~"li III 
MAT!!tRULS AtID M:'.THOD 
1. Appara tua and Technique 
A. Surgical Procedures: 'the purpose of the•• expori.Mnte wu to 
dater.aine th,s raw and Yolmmt ot eap1llary filtration in the tsolated 
dog forearm hy iuana of a tracer teehniq1Y. Mongrel doge wre anu-
thethad intravenouel;r "11th sodiW!'l pantobarbital, JS mg/ kg, and 
were tr.atod intravenousl7 "ith 1000 unit•/ kg ot heparin •odium, 
prior to eannulation. 
A metal clUtp, one fourt.~ inch wide, was placed just proximal 
to the wrist ,1oint and tight.Md sufficiently to COl'JIPl•tel7 occlude 
the arterial and venous blood now throu.rb the paw. The paw was 
removed by cauterizing through the cary.>o!'letaearpal .~ointa or through 
the antebrachiocarpa.l joint, the latter or which ia located between 
the distal parts ot the radiwt and ulna. Appro::d.'ltat.el)" 8~ of the 
thoracic li111b was skinned expoaing tha entire forearm and the distal 
portion of th.e u.pper am. "n\e e•phalic voin and its aee11asory veins 
wera ligated at the level of the metal clamp, and the vessel ne 
rmmved with th• skin to the lnel of the tlexor angle of the elbow 
joint. '!'be cephalic ve1.n ot the upper forelll"M and the 1ledian cubital 
vein vere ligated. 
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Auto-perfusion system: links the jugular 't'ein 
to the brachial vein and the brachial artery 
to the carotid artery. 
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n1e brachial vein and artery were cannulated proximal to the 
flexor angle of the elbow joint. The carotid artery and external 
jugular vein were also cannulawd and a closed circuit wus established 
connecting the carotid artsr7 to the brachial artery, and -U.e braehial 
vein to the external jugular vein (f'igui•e 2). By meane ot this circuit 
the muscles of the forearm were autor: ':·fu.sed during the remaining 
surgical procedures. 
The forearm waa isolated from the animal by cauterizing through 
the upper am muscles and sawing through the hum.eru.s. Bone wax was 
used to seal the distal cut end of the humerus. 
This preparation, eOl'lpletaly isolated from the animal except tor 
the autopertusion circuit, was coated with light mineral oil to prevent 
drying. A small surface themietor wu tied to tl·• eurtaee or the 
l'luacle and the preparation wae surrounded with alumimul toil. A heating 
coil was wrapped around the out.ids of the foil co-wring the foreantl. 
The temperatul'e of the forearm was sensed by a YSI surface thermistor. 
Thh was conneetEtd to a YSI thermometer-temperature controller, which 
pt:Jriod1cally activated the heating coil in order to maintain the 
surface temperature at 37.5° C. 
B. Pertwdcn Apparatus: 
apparatus used in thit experlmente. Blood per.f'uaing the tissues wae 
contained in a blood reeervo1r, a B.lloo low-trauma spinner flask 
with several orifices. A 'fll&gnetic stirrer with a ktlon bar was used 
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was used to maintain the red blood cells in suspension within the 
reservoir. One ot the orifices was used for a gas inlet and was 
cormaoted to a tank or c011tpre1sed 9S' o2 and 5% co2• Pressure 
delivered to the tissue wa1 controlled by means of a Conoflow H-
lOXT-H pressure regulator. Lateral pressure of the inflow blood 
pressur• per:f'using the artery of the forearm was metered by a Stath&L"llt 
P-2J-Dc pressure transducer, which was located proximal to the small 
brachial artery cannula. A Grasa Model 7 Polygraph was ussd to racord 
this data, and all other data including outputs trom pressure and 
force transducers and accessory devicee. 
The blood was heated <1ust before 1 t entered forearm by paasin!l 
it through a metal manifold maintained at 37° C by a constant 
temperature water circulator. The blood was not oxygenated, because 
it was drawn trom. thefemoral artery ot a donor dog. This blood was 
circulated only once through the preparation. 
Venou11 outflow blood trom the braehial vein vas collected in 
a cyllndrioal container, suspended frotll a Grass FT 0.03 torce trans-
ducer. Cumlative blood nov was determined by measuring the weight 
increase or this container as recorded on a Polygraph ehann•l. l? 0 en 
the recording pen detleeted to the top ot the Polygraph channel, it 
was electronically rebalanced in order to maintain the pen rlthin 
the channel. The output from the roree transducer supporting the 
venous collection chamber was differentiated electronieally, and 
thia vu recorded aa blood flow on a aeparate channel. 
tlormally, the venous cannula from the forearm was poeitionsd 
slightly higher than the end or the cannula litading to the collection 
chamber. In thia va7 the vein vae expoo'td to atmospheric p:reaeure. 
Ho,.,.,,er, whitn neeeeaary, the preaaure in the collttction cha?'!her could 
he elevated in order to raiae terminal vanoue outnow blood pritatn.H. 
Near the top ot the eollection cha!aber a. small adapter was moont&d 
1>1ith epoxy through the wall ot the chamber. The hole served as a gu 
inlet and was connected to a prea9Ul'ind tank of l~ o2• A small 
vent 'Wll8 ude nPr the top ot the collection ehulbtr because it wu 
easier to regulate the pret7nre d•livered to the win when there waa 
a controlled leak in the othervise cloaed s;ystem. Venous outtlov 
~esure was t1tCnitored at a point 7 em &en tla1t brachial vein b7 
means ot a Stat.baa P-23...0V pressure t!'anedueer. 
The forum preparation wu auapended in a wire cradle trom a 
Grus n o.o)-B force tranaduo•r, oount.r balanced with a standard 
100 p 11Gight. Under control conditions the combined weight ot the 
:f'oream, cradle, foil, and heating coil i.tere balanoied (equivalent 
to zero wight) so that only subsequent weight cbanes Wllrit neorded. 
At the end of each eq>eri:.-nt, the pertuaed skeletal auscle vu 
stripped from tM bone and the nsole and its cont.ants nre wigbed. 
1'he output from the Pol.7graph channel recording w-et~t was 'l')d 
into a second chann.el in order to Mgn.if1 the signal output frmfl the 
forc4 transducer. A O.!) iJ' wight change WU equivalerat to approx!• 
mately .)0 • pm chtlection. 'Ihe rate of •ight change wu eu117 
2L 
determined from this reeord. 
In SllVeral ea.ass e dye vu added to the blood in the reservoir 
at the end of the a:xperi.~tal pro~edurets 1n an attempt to evaluate 
the axtent of t.11.e J»r!'wlion. ~;(amination of the tiseue rev*tali!ld 
uniformity of color throughout, evitn to the small at11.ount ot r-Nsale 
attaoh&d to the upp1rarm. 
C. Isotope Studios: Iodine-131 labeled h~ albumin (RISA-lJl, 
Abbott) was added to the blood in the reaenoir. Cne n&l nr the 
labeled albunltn (activ1tyt 100 u ou/ !!tl) vu adMd per 100 ml or 
blood, am. this provi&id a final concentration or '.)ne u au/ ml of 
blood.. A mini"11.lm ot one hour midng ti~ was requir•d to insure a 
homogeMous distribution of tho tag throughout the blood. During 
prelil'aiaary tests, it was found that lldxing was incomplete even 
a.ft.er one hour. The tenon t-bal" stirrer created a vortex within 
the reaervoir resulting in a concentration difference ~ithin ~ 
container. The eoneentration ot tha isotcJ)\ll 1.n the blood 11Ul~laa 
filled, one-half tilled, and ODG•tourth filled, :respectively. In 
order to eli:Minate this concentration difference, a stirrer with 
prongs arranged along the center glass b9u wae used. Vertical 
batflee, which are stationary vertical blade•• were plae<td along th9 
2~ ) 
walls of thit rea9no1r. Blood sa~les mixed 1n this apparatus ox.'libitfld 
a eount per minute rate "11th a emall standard error, ind.ieatiT• 
2( 
During an experiment, venous blood sa.mpl&s were collected at. 
a. point 7 cm from the forearm. 'l'he first three drops of blood ;rare 
p.3rmitted to escape from the collection valve and then E .micro-
hsmatoorit tube was filled. 'Ibis procedure momentarily diverted venous 
outflow from the collection chamber and was recorded on the poly-
graph record as a pariod of zero blood flow. 
Control samples, i.e., arterial blood, were drawn from a point 
proximal to the hilat manifold through a three wt!l.y "Valve. Three 
controls were clra~n during each exper:!:ment; one at the beginning 
of experimental procedures, a second when the reservoir was half 
tilled wit...'-1 blood, and a third prior to the snd of the experimental 
procadures. A minimum of six: hematocrit tubeZJ wera fill~d for each 
sarr.ple drawn. 
During experimental procedures~ venous blood samples vere taken 
at appro:.d.mately 1.5 second intervals. However. in order to obtdin 
the number ot samples requried for statistical analysis, it became 
n9ceosary to draw off samples during a steady state condition, i.e., 
either periods of no weight change or constant weight changes, as 
determined by the .,eight channel recordings. 
'lhe micro-hamatocrit tubes, eontalining the bloodsamples, ;.-rere 
centrifuged at Sooo revolutions per minute in an Adal'l':IS Micro-Han'-',tocrit 
Tuba Centrifuge .for 1 m.inutea. 'lhe micro-hamatocrit tubes wera 
stored under refrigeration prior to plating tha blood plasma samples 
on a planchet. '!Wo, 8 microliter plasma sa..111plas were drawn from 
~a,~h :"li.~ro .. ?'HJ~tc~r1t tu~,. and ieac!'> wes earetully trru:vJterT<?d tnto 
t:'i" ~4'ntitr ot a eta1.n11'&A ste•l plane'het.. Car~ vaa · talr.n dur1n£" 
thi~ prol'!et:htr"i tn ~i.'ltain a ~OOJJif!t~nt !'f&~linei t•ehniqu<t. ~'.a~h 
tray or 20 planch&ts Vll8 dri9d by intrared heat for )0 minutes. 
D. Cminttn~ Atma:rat.tuu Ttle N::Uttting s;r11t+..4'>1! et)MiJsttt1 f'lf ~ 
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St'1-~3 TT>ar.e'l"ff'ati.c Scaler OOl\l'l&ot.ed tn a SC-86 Tracer Graph P:rint.ing 
Int,erva l Timer. The tltli P,er Deteet()J', h~ue~d 'ln t,h,.,, AaMple eh8.11fPr 
unit., w11s an 1Jltra t~in now Dete~tAr wh1.~h oemitted tlte 1"&d:IJ')-&tHtay 
of isot,o'l)tt• wit.lo\ WQ&k re1'joart1"'9 •l!"!itUtiMS. 
The aa~l•• wn counted for 1001 000 counts. Since th• eon-
ee?ltration of lilSA-1)1 uai.td tn these experiments reeult.ed in an 
&V'l'!"ll~ eount of 10,000 counte per l'tim.tte per 6 ll'licroliter l~mt>le, 
al'-,out 10 t'dnutes was required to accu...ilate this count. 'lb• half 
11.fe for I-131 1• a,03 days, and • Con""1letton 1"aetor was required 
to ~ccount tor sample deeay which oeeurred betwaen the oneet or 
countinc the ••Pl•• and the f1niah. The recorded aet1Yity of each 
sampl• vas the?etore corrected at a rate of 0.00357( r~r each hour 
ot ti.JM which olapnd durinc the counting interval. 
A. Rest Period: 'lbe <JOf1Pleuly iaol&ted forearm was situat.ed 
'rlth1n the pertua1on apparatus. A rest period of 10 to 30 rdnutea 
el&f.Kled e:turtng which arterial innow pressure vu set at a non-
B. Praasura Alterations: l} Viability Tost: Arterial 
pressure was increased b7 a 20 to 25 ram lig step and 1iaaintai.Md for 
approximatlllly ;, to h minutes. Chanpa in .flow and weight wtH"fl 
ti:; the lOOmm Hg l•vel. 
2) Isogra;.-rJJl\$tric determinationi;: 
constant preparation weight. Pr\Jsirur~ alwratiOllli wre perfor~ 
in '1i ther of two soquenceau ( 1) arterial pre11a\U'$ w&a decreued 
first and subsequently venous pressure waa raised. (2) venous 
preaaure •U initially raised att.r which arterial pressure was 
decreased. In the tiJ'at prooedw."8, art.rial pressure wu decreued 
in approximately l5 m Hg awps. Venous preasun was then rais•d 
1n order to canoel the tendanoy ot the pNparation to loeiit weight., 
dua to th• rubaorption of capU.lary fluid. At each ilfogravU.trie 
etate, the pnurau::ea i4ere ir.11intaiMd for a rainlmum or .)(') a•eonda. 
to an extrlfJ;lGly lY".,,, level. li01>1-aver, fi<>v •·1'• never permitted to 
et.op completely. This low liavel of .flow '>JU accom.pl.ishliild in 4 t.o 6 
pressure in th'.l collection chan1oor was docr':)ased to zero. In the 
second procedure, venous outflow pressure was raised in approximately 
!) mm Hg steps. Arterial pressure was lowered to ,. level sufficient 
to oppose the filtration of fluids within the skeletal muscle and 
thereby establish the isogravirrtetrie state. Each isogravimetric 
state was maintained for a m.inhmm of 30 seconds. The step pressure 
changes ~rare continued until low blood flow levels wer• recorded. 
After the final paired pressure eh&ngefif, the venous outflow pressure 
was radueed to zero mn1 Hg and the outflow from the veins <'1&S again 
expoead only to atmoBphoric pressure. Arterial pressure was returned 
to and maintained at 100 mm Hg. 
J) Isotope Technique« The same experimental protocol was 
followed whan blood containing RISA-lJl perfused the forearm. Similar 
paired pressure changes were performed, in an alternating manner, 
with 10 minute rest periods between procedures. 
During an 1.&ogravimetric state, a maxiJ!ru.m ot 3 mi.cro-hematocrit 
tubes ware tilled, 71elding a total ot 6 plume samples. Likewise, 
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J micro-hematocrit tubes were .filled during the 20 to 25 mm Hg arterial 
pressure increases (viability test), after one minute had elapsed. 
The level of radioactivity in the arterial blood (control samples) 
wu m.eaaured 3 times during the course of an experiment. 
GIAPTSH. IV 
H.:SSULTS 
A. Huingz ~xperiments werit conducted to test the e!tee• 
ienoy of the mixing syste1n. Blood samplas wen drawn from the 
out.no;,; cannula leading to tha heat manifold. Th.ls cannula pen-
etrated the rubber atoppa-r through the lower orifice ot the resar• 
voir. The tip of thi• cannula, a aurgiaal needle, was bent and 
poai tioned to·wiards the center of the reservoir. RISA·l.31 was 
added to the top of the blood contained in the Bellco spinner 
flask. Thti blood in th• reservoir vu oontimJ.oWJly drained, and 
aampl.ea wre taJum at~r cue, two, and three hours of mixing. 
Figure 4 present• the dat.a obt.ainad in one such teat. A 
comparison was made between blood samples taken from the reser-
voir while th• blood wu miud with {l) the single paddle mixer, 
and (2) the multiple paddle stirrer with the vertical baffle 
unit.. 'l"he blood samples obtained from the reaervoir 1ldxed with 
the single paddle mixer ahowa an increase in concentration of 
approximatle7 8;h between the Mana of aamplH drawn during th• 
tirat and third hours. However, the blood samples obtained from 
the reservoir mixed with the multiple paddle stirrer with ver-
tical baffle unit e.xhib1ted a difference lfi.thin 1.5 % between the 
means of the three hourly blood &am.plea. Thia ditfennce waa 
not statisticall.J significant. 
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P. Isotope Studies: A. pra11minar:.: study was perfol"!ll8d 
to determine Whether or not the method was capable of detecting 
a change in the concentration of the tagged albumin. A sample 
of RIS.A.-131 was added to and mixed in tho blood contained within 
a Bellco spinner :f"laak. After one hour, a sample ot blood was 
drawn to serve as a control. The blood was then divided between 
two reservo.1rs. A five per cent dilution was accomplished by 
adding $ cc of plasma to 9S cc of whole blood, in the second 
raservoir. 'Mi:tlng continued in both reservoirs and sam:plee 
•4ere taken after an additional one and two hours of mixing 
(designated the two and three hour samples). All samples were 
prepared and assayed for rB.dio-activity according to methods 
previously deecribed. The results or this test are presented 
in figure S. The five per cent dilution 0£ whole blood produc6d 
approximately a ten par cent dilution or the plasma. From the 
figure, it is quite e•ident that the method was capable ot detect-
ing the dilution. 
It is necessarr to show that the isotope me+,hod wns capa..blu 
also of detecting changes in concentration or the tagged albumin 
in Vivo. Venous blood samples were collected during a period 
--
of filtration aa detected by weight changes. A comparison 
between control (arterial) sample• and the venous samples is 
presented in figure 6. The activit7 level of an 8 mioroliter 
venous sample was greater than control eamples during a weight 
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Radioaot1rtty leftl ot art.rial blood in con-
parieon with the radioact.i'ri:t.7 leftl ot ftftCWI 
blood collected during two filtration J)9rioda. 
increase of t..'li.e preparation. This increa~ ~ is attributed to 
a loss of fluid across the capillary membrane, which in effect, 
concentrated the tagged albumin present in the blood. 'lb.ere is 
a marked difference between control and venoue blood sample radio-
activity levels. 
c. Isogravilootric Studies: Figure 7 presents a pol1graph 
record illustrating the establishment ot four isograVimetric 
states. The state of no-weight chang~ in each of the four cases 
is produced by a step decrease in art$rial pressure followed by 
an increase in wnous pressure. The rectangular wave which 
appears 1n the venous prae:>-ure recording, indicates the time at 
which venous outflow blood was lllOmentarily diverted in order 
to collect the blood samples. The sampling period was recorded 
as a drop in pressure, aince the oam.pling point was prox:lmal to 
the venous pressure transducer. There are four depressions in 
the flow channel which correspond to the rectangular waves obser-
v•d in the venous pressure recording. The collection ot blood 
samples momentarily diverted blood ou.tnow from the venous col-
lection chamber• and waa recorded u a period of zero tlow. 
A m1n1mu.rn ot 30 seconds during aaoh iaogravimetrio state elapsed 
before blood uaplee were taken. The depreasions in th• now 
Channel. marked by aroowa, wre praFc•d by the automatic rebal-
ancing appara.tua. The depressions in tbe wight change channel 
• 
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Figure 7. 
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eorresponde tn the depressions in the venon1 pressure and flow 
racordinge. During the blood eolleet1.on period, tha veins were 
exposed to atmospheric pressure. The sudden deer•••• in night 
probably is due to the recoil of the veins following the momentary 
venous pressure change. This procedure disturbed the isogravimetric 
stat& established within the preparation. Howe•er, th• weig.'ljt 
lost was qu.io~ly r•pined and the same isogravimatric stat• was 
re-established. when the system was apin aubject•d to the elttvated 
venous pressure. 
Radioactive samples of arterial blood, which had not passed 
through the fol"19arm preparation ware compared with sample• ot 
Tanous blood collected durjng periods ot no weight chanp. These 
periods ot no weight ehanga were produced by paired pressure al-
terations, i.e., by th9 isogravi.metric method. The blood sa.'llples 
wre prepared and assayed for radioaetint1 according to the 
methods pre•ioualy described. Figures A and 9 present the var-
iation between counts per minute for control {arterial) samples 
and the venous blood samples, the latter of whieh were obtained 
during several isogravtmetric e~ri.msnts on separate preparations. 
The radioac:ti'rl..ty level of venous samples obtained during each 
isogravimetric state exhibits a variation of 1.5 to 2.3 per cant 
trom th.e initial control level ( aet at 100$ ). The mean dit-
terenee betw&en the control and each ot the venous aamp ea is 
n~t statistically eignifie.ant. This data indicate• that no nst 
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:f'iltration 'Int.I occurring and thua, substantiated th.e viaw that 
the absence or weight change indieates the absence or net fil-
tration. 
However, it eould be at•gued from the data presented in 
figure a that net filtration was recorded during the 11ofl1'1lv~ 
imetrio states. The radioactivity level ot the venous aamplea 
?lUl!lbers 1,2, 3, and 4 are from 1.$ to 2.3% higher than the initial 
control level. This per cent change in radioactivity level 
represents a net filtration rate equ~l to the mini~um filtration 
rate that oould be recorded by the weighing apparatus, i.e., 
approxtmately o.01so cc/ min equal to a oha.nge ot one mTJt/ min. 
If it is assumed that a n1t filtration occurred, it would be 
pe:rtin9!lt to consider the •gnitude or the change of inflow arterial 
pressure OT outtlov V9llOU.B pressure that would be required to 
completely balance net filtration and reabaorption. In figure 6, 
a tiltratioj or ~.1770 ce/ ndn was produced by a 2 mm Hg elevation 
in venous pressure, when arterial pressure was at 80 mm Hg. 
In another preparation, a filtration rate ot 0.1180 cc/ min was 
produced by a 21 mm Rg elevation in arterial pressur. when venous 
pressure was at b mm Hg. From these exaaplee, an estimate of 
the magnitude change in pressure that would be :required can be 
made. A ver1 small pressure alteration would balance the filtration 
assumed to be occurring during tha isogravimetrie states. Howvar, 
periods of no-weight change were observed for a rrd.nimwa ot JO 
n~eonds, prior to tha collection of the ve::;;;us samples. During 
that t.:tme, no .filtration nae detected, and thus no pressure eor-
re~tfon could be made. 
In figure B, ths radioactivity lev'll or the second control 
(label.ad arterial sample) taken 1inmed:tately a.ft.er the 1soerav1 .. 
metric determi.n.ation, differed by less than O.$% trom the four 
venous sample radioactivity levels. It would seem that there was 
no net filtration reoorded by the isotope method during the tour 
cases if they are compared to this a.rtarial sm!!ple. Actually, 
it is nore probable that IUSA-131 was not completely mixed into 
the blood during this particular experiment. In that case, the 
control (arterial sanple) :irawn immediately following the experi-
mental procedures would be a "\Ore accurate estimation of control 
radioactivity levels than the first eontrol sa<nples, whioh W!lre 
drawn approximatl!ly one half hour prior to the experimental 
procedures. 
The isogravL"l'letric capillary pressure is defined as the 
preesure required to oppose the net reahsorption of fluids 
across the eapill~J membrane at Z$rO flow. Bxparimantally, 
this value 148 obtained by means ot paired pressure altitrations 
which were performed in one of two sequences: (A) arterial 
pmtNsure was decreased and subeequentl7 vanoue pressure was 
elevated sufficient to balance the reabeorptive :f'oraes across 
the capillary membrane and aatalili8h a no-weight e.'1.ange or 
bl 
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Figure ll. Graph of the equation Pyi • pct - F RV in 
which flow 1a plotted againat venous preasure. 
The intercept value ot the ordinate u defined u 
th9 iaograv1-vic capilla17 prHaura ~). The 
alopee or the non-linear lines are an cation 
of venous reaiatance (Ry). 
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1sogravimetr1c etate within the forearm preparation. {B) Venous 
pressure was initially elevated after which arterial pressure wae 
d@ereased sufficient to balance th& filtration forces and again 
eatablieh an isogravimetrie et.ate. Such paired pressura alterations 
may be rete~ to as compenaated ~essure alterations. 'Ihese 
compeneat,ed pressure alterations in aach case weret continued 
until low blood now rates were rgcorded. 'niis usually required 
J.i. to 6 s~essure chan~e. Figures 10 and 11 present data 
taken f'rom two different pret>arations in which the two coMpf')nsated 
sequencer, were perforMed. In all e111uta, itH'lf1,rl!l.vimetrie CAnillary 
pressure was obtained by extranolation back to zero flew. In 
A of N.P,Ure 10 and 11, arterial t>r9Ssure alteratfrms 'W'l!tre r'l'.'lm-
pensated by an elevation i.n venous pressure. A non-linear 1 ine 
convEtx to the f'lo~.r sxie resulted. The slope or this line is an 
indieation ot venous restetance, whieh in this case 1nel"9ased 
as wnous preseure was elevated. In B !"'f fi~ns 10 and 11, 
venous nre1urure elevation va~ compensated by an deeraaee tn 
arterial preSSUT'e. In ti~ 10...B, a non-linear line concave 
t(') the flow axis results. Aeocl"ding to the slope or this line, 
venous ;-saiatanee decreased as venous pressure was el9vated. In 
figure 11-1', a stra:l~t line hest related the chanf:l'es betwe~n 
venous pr11tssure and f'low. This indieatetl that wncus res:i~-t:..snC'!~ 
remained ~onstant du1"1n~ the ent.ire procadure. 
The point at ".!hieh the eurves int..ercent the V!!nnu~ ~r~s!!lure 
41.t 
~18 i• a ma.au.re of the isogravinletric capillary pressure. In 
(P ) was ohta~noc' r-v cnmpeneate,., pr9!'lsura alterations. 1.n ~,mfoh Ci • . 
venous prdH3tmre was t.he f'irot preinmr alt..eration. 
CHAPTf<'..R V 
DISCUSSION 
A. Mixing Apparatus: The main technical problem associated with 
the isotope studies involved the mixing of RISA-131 whioh was added 
to the blood contained within the reservoir. The ob,ject was to 
disperse the tagged albumin within the blood in order to produce a 
homogeneous concentration. Arterial or venous blood samples could 
then be drawn, and could be compared with one another in order to 
assess concentration differences attributed to the loss or gain or 
fluid across the capillary membrane. 
Mixing within a vessel is usually achieved by forced convection. 
This means that the 11.0tion of the liquid produced in the vessel must 
be intense enough to bring about turbulence (~erry~ 19SO). In the 
case of laminar now, moleculea Jt&88 between ad,jacent !'low layers only 
due to Brownian movement, whereas in the case of turbulent flow, the 
elements not only move in parallel layers but also on erratic paths. 
Homogeneous mixing is effected by the passing of both molecules and 
nuid elements, such as red blood eells, from one layer into others. 
The first mixing apparatus used, the Belleo-low trawna spinner 
naak, could be characterized u a paddl:J-type mixer. It was equipped 
with a teflon t-bar fastened to a vertical shaft which wu rotated 
axially at the center of the noor of the reservoir. Aeeording to 
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Sterbvacek and Tauaok (1965) centrally located •ehanical iinpell~rs 
put the entire contenta ot a vessel into motion. At tirst only a 
moderate depression of th• fiuid level around the shaft oocun, but 
thia gradually deepens and in extreM eaaee extends to the impeller 
itself u the speed ot stirring is inereued. 'ft\11 is a simple 
description ot the tormatton ot a Tort.ox. Mixing by vortex is not 
very ettoctiYe because of the dif'fereneas in angular velocities of the 
nuid within a c7lindrioal container. In a vortex there 1• a velocity 
~adient eetabliahed so that the velocity ot a fluid at the pertphery 
ot a waael 18 slower than at the center. A Tort.ex vaa ob1utr'Yttd when 
the aingle paddle llrl.xer vaa used ill the present experi:unta. Regard-
less or the length of ti• taken to mix th• nuid, this motion did 
not result in a nomopneoua distribution or tho tagged element. 
Insuadt an increasing concentration grad1•nt resulted between the 
asnter of the rethtrvoir to tha periphery. 
The blood samples providing the data illustrated 1n figure !..""' 
-...re obtained through a camula poai tioned to draw blood from tbe 
o•nter of the rea~voir. Thia figure cO'l!!lpflres the blood saple 
concentrations taken after one, two, and three hours o! m1-'lting, 
while the r•••rvor 1l~wl7 drained. The eoneentration of the isotope 
O.twen the tint to the third hour incri.t:ased approximately 8%. 
This attributed to the raet that the blood was drawn fr0'1 the center 
of the reservoir for the .f'irat hour sample. In contra•t, as the 
r•servoir •l!&Pt.1ed the blood samples taken in the third hour were 
~tore representative of the isotope conoentration at the ner:iphe:ry 
of' the reservoir. 
The second wt.~hanical mix:ar wae a modification c.f the first. 
It consisted or a series of paddles, staggered along the length of 
the vertical ehatt.....a pattern similar to a spiral stairway. These 
rotating paddle• exerted a pressure upon the blood, inducing a 
rotational motion in the liquid. The blood direetl:y in the path of tae 
peddl e1 moved at a f'astGr rate than that lying between. Sven so, 
strata of laminar flow develop, parellel to eaeh paddlo (P"1rry, 1950). 
Hi.xing between strata uu effected only by the S!!lall eddi•• near the 
periphery or the rdxlng a.ma, and thi.s proiuees an ineigni!iaant. 
trams.fer between layers (Starbvacslr and Tauaek, 196$). 
To overcOl'lle the stratification or th9 blood, baffles, locat~ 
alona.: th~ walls of the mixing r.aervoir, wen. imttalled. they ottered 
two advantages; (1) the mixer •• operated more alovl7, reducing 
th• trauu to the red blood l'elle, and (2) the baffles augmented the 
vertical d1schar11:e of nuid between th$ layers, increasing the cir-
culation or the blood and intro d.uc1ng turbulence to the othervi.ae 
laminar flow patt.rna. At thia point, homogeneous Mid.ng within 
the reservoir was obta:tned as evident f.rO'l'/1 the data 1n figure Ii-TI. 
Blood samplu now dTaom one hour apart, l-lhile the r&senoir vu 
smpt!ed, exhibited cone•mtrat1on differences of about one -p4trcent. 
Thu degr'!fl of error includes all th• variability due to the 
sa!!tpling t&ehniqu., the etficien~y of the counting system, and 
that ~ould 'ba acc~!!tplished with the presant methods. 
B. "4Uatiorus and C8lculat1onss The rate or flow of a nuid 
resistane.e to that now. 'Ibis relationship ruy be expNssed ui 
Ll p 
F • (1) 
R 
F • rate of blood now in ml/ min 
L\ P • prassun ditflerence across a -rascular b$d !n rrt Ii'!' 
R • N9i8U'inee to ths no-:..- in rtm. Hf 
ml/m .n 
Sinea the flow and preseures across th$ syste~ ~an be monito:Nl1, 
t!tis 1u:preseion may be uaed to calculat.e the total reaist.anoe of the 
V&8"'ular system. 
H~wavGr, this ea" ralat1~nship is true for any as~nt or the 
vaseular system as long aa the pressure ~sdient aerosa a giv~m section 
and the flow through that section is known. For example, th• v!1.:aeular 
syste"l\ may be divided into tha art~rial system and nnous system. 
Arterial vessale, in this eaH refer to VBfHhtls 'Which lb pro:dmal 
to the capillary h1td; venous vassell "fer t.o the vessels whkh 119 
as: 
Pa 
= 
- p 
c 
P8 • intlow arterial pressure 
Pc •~an capillary pressure 
R8 • resistance ottered by the artAJrial vass•la 
(2) 
lhe relationship b~tween these factor• is ai'1ilar when e:cprsssed 
for the venous sido ot th• va.seualtu1"'6. 
;rhere, 
F 
v = 
p 
c 
... p 
v 
R 
., 
Pc • i.'1$An capillary prasuure 
·~ . 
'\, 
(3) 
Thes.e valu.e -rnay be related .i:md rastated fnr parameters obtained 
in th~ iB"'.:itravimotric atatA. '.:!quation 2 Metated for th• arterial 
system during th• isogravimetrie at.ate 1s: 
Pai ... Pei (b) F = 
ai ----------------
Similarl7, equation J !!'!.&)" be restated fot' t.'le venous system 
in the isogravimetric etate. 
= (5) 
It t~ possit·le 't-"> aolv~ i<JqWlM.nnt" 11 ,;nd ') °!'i:'lr P ,., , th~ ieo-
... i 
gr&Yi•tric capillaey pre:esure. The equatione u7 be reatated us 
Pc • Pa ... 11 Ra (6a) 1 1 1 
Pa • Poi + Fi Ra (6b) 1 1 
pc • p + Fi R (7a) 1 "'1 vi 
p • p 
- Fi R (lt>) vi ei vi 
It ma7 b4l obftrved tho equtlom 6b and 1 b are in the .tom ot the 
obtained during th• ieograviaetric 1tate (equation 7b) ma:r be des-
cribed graph1oal11 b)' plotting 'Yenoua pressure along the vertical 
uia and -F alon the horizontal axis.. The point at which t.lte 
retulting etl?'ft intercepte th• preanro axia repraeenta a) the 
venoua Pf'«'&V9 at which flow would be nro, and b) an uti•te 
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of the iaogravinetric capillar7 pn•aure, P0 • Pre1entat.ion or these i 
eurff8 (!ig\U"U 10 and ll) in th.i• paper eball be mirror imape ot 
the actual grapha, i.e., th• ~· seen it a mirror ia held on 
the 7......a.xia. Thff• ~ caa be ued since onl,y the absolute value 
ot Pc and the absolute valu. or the aloJ>ll of th• curve ie requind. 
1 
PreTI.ou inVMtiptore (PappenbeiMr and Soto-Rivera, 1946, Johmon, 
et al, 1966) presented sillilar lf'&pba ot the relationship betwen 
S2 
Pv and f, although they did not expl<ilin that. these W-i)N mirror images 
i 
repreeentatioM or the tJ"\18 curves, or that they vere using the 
i.',r&ph involV,:ing a plot of ... ,, th• abeolut• value for 1'1ov (tFI) 
rlll be plotted alon~ tho vertical axirs, and venous pressure a.long 
the horisontal a:xia. 
Subetitution ot tho intercept value (Pe1) inte equation 7a 
pemits the calculation of Tanoua neiatance. Ir this ia accomplished 
tor fit&ch iaogravbsetric step 1n a gi.Yen preparation, venous rHiltanctt 
during iaogr~trlc cond1t1ona ill&y be determined. 
'!he aame graphic representation of equation 6b pend.ta calculation 
ot arterial reaietance during isogran.."l'llltr1c eonditicne. Hovever, 
onee Pc1 is determined, it 'ltl&7 be aubatituted into equation 6a, and 
it bee~• poasible to determine arterial resistance tor each iso• 
gravbetric state. 
Aecordinl to Pappenheim.er and Soto-R.:fvlra (l9h8), venou 
rea1atanc• does not change du.ring eompenaated preasun alterations. 
Thu, ftnou reaiatanc• during iaograviutric condition.a vaa 
ex:presaed u a straight line, 1n their experi.Mnta. Th•refor~, 
th.(ty a•S'Wled that V\IJtlOWI reeistance waa independent ot both the 
blood now and changu in tiltration and absorption of fiuida aeroas 
the cap1ll~r7 wall. On the baaia of thu &18U1Cpt1on, veo.ous reahtance 
would be eoostant. Mean capillary presn.n following an une<mpeneated 
change in arterial or venous pressure was then calculated from 
equation 3, which l'llllY be restated ae: 
P • F R + P (' v v v (8) 
Since venous resistance was found to be constant during tho 
isogravimetric state, Pa:pp&nheimer and Soto-Rivera {1948) applied 
this value to equation 8, which expresses the relationship between 
now and lt'Onous preseure no longer obtained by compensated pressure 
alterations. The mean capillary pressure thus ealculated then 
may be substituted into equation 2, inorder to c-.alculate the 
arterial resistance for that uncompensated pressure alteration. 
The work of Pappenheimsr and Soto-Rivara implies that venous 
resistance is not altered by ths distension of the veirul due to the 
alteration of venous pressure. In 1966, Johnson et al demonstrated 
that venoue resistance indeed did remain constant in a wh.ole limb 
preparation during arterial pressure reduction and accompanying 
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venous preFsure alevation. However, they found that venous resistance 
remained constant only when the preparation included both stin and 
skeletal muscle. It wae evident fr<>m their pressure-flow studies 
on the 1101.ated hindlimb, that the skin blood flow accounted for a 
about 70% of the total blood flow. The hemodynamios of the whole 
hindlimb vascu.lature therefore wa.a determinflJd primarily by the 
cutaneous circulation. When the hindlimb preparation was mkinned, 
the relationship between flow and venous preseur13 waa expressed by a 
non-linear line, convex to the flow a.."'tis. '!he slope of the curve 
indicated that venous resiatanee increased as arterial pressure was 
decreased and this wae compensated for by an elevation of venous 
pressure. 
Although venous resistance in skinned skeletal muecle preparations 
has been shown to be dependent upon the pressur~ levels and fl<»r, 
it is still possible to detal"1'lline W!&n capillary psessure and arterial 
and venous resistances. Isogravimetric capillary preasure can he 
determined by either extrap-0lation to th$ venous pressure axis 
intercept value, or b7 performing ieograviutric deterrinations 
under conditions of zero now (Johnson, 1965). P01 may be then 
substituted into equations 6 and 1 in order to calculate arterial 
or venous resistance under i~ogravimetrie conditions. Resistance 
valuas may be calculated using flow, venous pressure or arterial 
pressure at each &tep of the isogravimetric procedure. 
However, it is more complicated to arrive at resistance changes 
for an uncompensated state. Since isogravimetric capillary prsssur~ 
is equal to but opposite in value to the colloid osmotic pressure 
of the plasma pro t.einB, the mean pressure head across th,.1 capillary 
membrane available for filtration or absorpt.ion is determined by the 
difference batwaen capillary pressur,:i in uncompensated states and 
isogravimetric a ta tea. Pappen.l-ieim.t~r in 1948 and Pappen..11.einer et al 
in 1952 used this meth<:td to c;tlculate the rate of fluid exchange and 
found that it is indepandcmt of the abs;,lute vldue of capillary 
and protein pressures and is dependant upon the diN'erncJ bet""ean 
the two values. The eltpr'taaion which relates these factors is: 
·where, 
K • proportionalit7 factor termed the 'filtration 
coe.ffioient' for the capillary membrane 
Since the rate of .filtration, F, may be determined from weight recordings, 
P0 i may be determined from the isogravimatric state, and r. is a value 
exper11'l'1$ntallf determi.J.wd and available in the literature (Pappenheimer 
ct cl, 1952h finally Pe' mean capillary pressueo, can be calculated. 
Further substitution of the value for Pe into equatioll8 2 and J 
will permit the determination of arterial and venous resistance for 
uncompell8ated states. 
C. Isogravimetric Studieer Tha isogravimetric technique was 
used in the present experiments because it provided a means by 
which mean c&o1llary preasuee could be indirectly determined.. '·!ith 
these data, arterial and venous resistance could be individually 
calculated during any pressure change during an experiment. The 
capillary pressure determined by this technique is termed the 
i&ogravimetrie capillary pressure. It is the pressure required to 
oppose tho absorption of fluids within the capillary bed which 
would occur at zero flow. Tnis pressure is approximately equal 
to the effective osmotic pr~SSU1'3 of the blood proteina, but 
opposite in vd. ue. 
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generat3d d~nding upon the eequ.ence of c~ated pressure 
alterations. Figures 10 and 11 pre$ent t.htJ data obtain11)d when art-
erial preaaurit was decr+MHd and veoou.s praaeuro vas aubf.t$QU*ntly 
1ncriU1Sed. lhe convex nt:1n•lineflr !'$lat1onship bet~~ffn i&ograviraetric 
venou pressure and blood now ae oxprl!esed 1n figure• 10...! and 11-A 
in the forelimb akelet&l muscle preparation bu bffn previously reported 
for hindlimb sl<:alet.al r.waole (Johnson et al, 1966, Thul•siu and 
Joh.Moo, 1966). 'lbia relationship indicat.d that venous reaiatanM 
inoreued during the pressure alterations, particularly in the latt11r 
atepe of the iaograviz:aotrie procedure, Yhen venoua pressure ~as 
esprtcially high. 
1.'hi.S saM pattarn of venoue resistane• incnue du.ring art.rial 
pr&ts:rure reduction and subsequent vitnou.s praaeura elevation has 
been 1>b:ser'ftd in ths intestiM {Ha.neon and Johnson, 1962, Johneon 
and Hanson, 1962). They attri:>Uted th• incr.ase in vttncus reste-
tance to an < ctive constriction of the venulaa.. Thi.• ineren.1.Ht 
occurr.d in spit• of tho fact that venous pressure waa elevated. 
Th~y su~atAd that a l(>O&l artoriovenous r.gflex was rEtaponaibl$. 
HoW'lllver, th$30 same obae:rvu indicated that an art.er1ovenoua 
rene:ic doeti not tu.11.y axpl.&in the rtJSpOn.se snn in •k•l•tal muscle 
(l966). rl.,ither ehronic denervation nor s~thetic block1n~ 
ag;mte a1gnit1cantly uttenuated the vanouu nsietanee reapom.;$ 
the possibility that a change in capillary permeability produced 
by tha reduction in flow, could b~ rasponsible. 
{2) Change in Arterial Resistances In the experim~nt in 
which artazial pressure was decreased and venous pressure was 
subsequently elevated, Tl::;.lasius and Johnson (1966) distinguished 
betw$0ll three dii'ferant types of arterial resistance responses. 
In type I preparations, arterial reslstance declined with each 
reduction of arterial pressure over the entire range of pressures. 
Thia pattern was observed in 25:% of the experiments. In type II 
preparations, there was an inital rise in arterial resistance 
followed by a pronounced fall as arterial pressure was reduced. 
S7 
This pattern was observed in 50% of the experiments. In type III 
preparations, there ~as a pro~essive increase of arterial resistance 
over the whole range of pressure reduction. This was observed 
in 25% of the experiments. 
Table l lists the data from th~ presant experiments and 
separates it into similar cata~orias, HoW'Etvar 1 these values are 
total resistance values. The comparison between the present 
data and Tnulesius' is possible on the assumption that total 
rasistanc~ is influenced predominately by arterial resistance 
changes. Figure 12 prdsents arterial resistance changes from 
an individual <:a..l!fi, of ·~a eh t.ype. The fact, t.11.a t arterial roeistance 
in each case follows t'1e chanl!OS in t,...,t..al ?"!Sistt:! 11~e .for t.lint 
type supports tha above assumption. 
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Figure 12. Changee in total resistance, arteri.81 resistance and 
vmous resistance during isogravim.etric stages pro-
duced by decreasing artetial pressure and increasing 
venous presaure. The three categories are distinguished 
according to changes in arterial resistance. 
IP'•Yimetric "f'MOU8 l>J"&•WJ"e and now, hat:t not bMn previously 
reported in the literature. A ebtilar reeistanee change in 'l<lhole 
f'orelimb preparations has been observed by JohMon et al (1966). 
ftowewr, thia pHJNlr-atie!l included skin circulation. In an 
laolated toreUmb preparation, •kin aceounte for approximately 
s~ of the total preparation •ight. Th••• obHners felt that 
the cut.amoua circulation d.acldnat9d the ~t over all cbangu 
• 
in venwa reailltance1 thue the explanation for the decrea•9d 
'fltr:lm1• n•i•taaee daring venous pn1enn elevation. Also, the 
experimental procedure in th• pna.nt et.udy vu mt tr·>£ ••• as 
that performed by Johneon et al (1966). Th••• inff•tigatora 
uaed oo~ated pressure alteretione, but the present study 
obtained these Naults when loweing venous pneaurtt and then 
•l•TBting arterial pressure. Johnson et al obt.llinod their renlts 
b7 perfmdnc the <rppoe1te 1.e., lcwring arterial Pft••un and 
elevating vtmous pruaure. 
In a previous atudf; Johnson (196') damonetrated that ftl10US 
resilltanc• of the intestine &tcreaaed when venou but not arterial 
preaaure vu chanpd. Hadd7 (19611) reported a 1irailar obaervation 
1.n th• toreli111b. Althotlgh the prdent work retere to ocmpensated 
Pf'e88\U"9 chanpa1 ~ 'P'rHSUre dmdnaWd when it 1a the fint 
In addition to the double B-at 0£ data baaed upon ftnoua 
reaistance cha.n.te•, tn.r. exists another blportant difference 
betvean thi1 data ganerated hy tho t~ e~at.ed prutn.1nt alt.era• 
tion st-..tdiu. Aceording to figures 10 and 11, thtt intercept 
value• tor both CW"'\"91 are not identical. Earl.7 in this discussion, 
u. vu usumed that the uogravi.Mtrlo oa:pillary preuure value, 
defined as a pressure equal to the protAin onotie p!'HSUN of 
the pluu proteine, but oppoei te in valu, remained conetant 
in an individual preparation. 'lhe d4tendnation of art.rial and 
venous resiet.an<10 in the uno0111pGMated state ill depend.at upon 
thia USU!tl)tion. Howeftr, ~all praparattone in which total 
reaistanee or a preparation :Nmtd.ned within the same ranee during 
an entire set or exper1untal proeiaduree, this patt.em of dual 
int~rcept• values (P01 ) was obserftd. 
D. Isotope Studi••• Up until nov it vu acC$pted that th• 
veiabing teohnique •uured (l) vucu.lar volw. clumpa, whieh 
luted up to 40 ••conda after a pressure alteration, and (2) net 
tiltration or abeorption after 1.sO ••condl •lapsed. (Baker, 1964). 
It was also uaumed that a balance betwl'.'tn the pa!Nd prusure 
alterations vu achieved wb4n t.he veighiag dnice recorded a no 
vetcht change stat.. Hovn•r, it ia posai))le that attar the 40 
eiteond diViaion point, ••ll, intravucular volUM changes were 
also oeCUl'T'iog. If this 'MN the c•••, tho the reab.torption of 
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fluids ~,rould he necessary to ~ancol the incnase in intravascmlar 
volu.'11e, in order to reoor(~ :'I state of constant weight. Tho :veighing 
devic<l would rec,·rd no • .,.eiit,it ~hanp:a, and y 't a true isograv111113trfo 
state 'rould not have been established. 
The isotope studies ware performed in order to evaluate this 
poesiblity. The present isotope results (.figures 8 and 9) which 
represent the repetition of the isogravimetric experiments with 
the addition of RISA-131 into tho perfusion blood supply, confirmed 
that no net absorption or filtration were occurring during the 
period of no weight change. The dual set of data wafE real and 
must be explained according to some mechanism inJ1erent within 
the preparation. 
l:!:. Hypothesis: 'Ibe venous segment is assumed to function as 
the main blood container within the vascular system and thus to have 
little importance W'ith respect to flow or total resistance. 
Although vanaua resistance is not of the magnitude demonstrated 
within the arterial system, the venous segment does contribute 
to the total r$sponaa. Haddy in 1960 measured arterial resistance 
(large artery to am.all artery), smell vessel r•sistanee (small 
artery to small vein), and venous resistance (small vein to larRQ 
vein). I! the assumption, that the pressure at the arteriolar 
end of th) system. is 32 mm Hg (Landis, 1929-31), is accepted, 
it is possible to calculate the resistance across the capillary 
bed and venules up to a small vein. According to Haddy's data, 
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this section accounts for approximately 15~ nf t.he total resis-
tance ofi'ared by the entire vascular aystem. In comparison, 
the rel118inder. of the venous system aceounts for only 8% of the 
total resistance. Therefore, venou response, i.e .. , alterations 
in resistance to a change in pressure or now, Hpecially 
in portions or the venows segment immedi.a.tely distal to the 
capillary bed, oould significantly alter mean capillary prea8Ul'e. 
(P0 ) and this, in turn, uy alter net filtration and absorption. 
There are four poasibl' types ot behavior that might occur 
within the venous segment in response to 8tq' pressure al·UJration. 
(1) The veins ridght act u highly distenaibla vessels, 
in which ease total venous resistance lfmlld decrease 
in responee to an increase in pl"dsure. 
(2) The veins might act aa rigid tubes, implying that 
venous reaistanea would not ch&n«tt, but remain constant 
deapi te changes in pressure. 
(J) The veinB might actively oppose pressure changes, which 
vould result in an increased total venous resistance 
as pressure increases. 
(l.t) The venous bed might react in fltlY combination of the above 
three. 'nlia type ot response would BUpport a double 
function within the venous segment as suggested by 
Fol'kow and Mellander {1964), i.e., an active proximal 
and puaive distal aegmmt of the venoua vitaaels. 
6) 
The first case (d1.atena1ble) is supported by Johneon and 
Selkurt ( 19$8}. On the basie of venous pressure-flow studies, 
they suggested that changes in venoua pressure resulted in a 
myogenie response or the precapillary vessale but not in &IJ1 
venous segment. The veins responded in a paesive manner to 
pressure ehanpa which were delivered frODl the arterial side or 
the vascular 1egment. Similarly, the c.'lianges in venous resistance 
observed in the intestine (Johnson, 196)) and forelblb (Haddy, 
1964) for uncompensated increases in venous pressure are in 
accord with the prelllise that veins are passively diatenaible 
vessels .. 
The second case (rigid) 18 eupported by Pappenbeimer and 
Soto-Rivera (19h8) on the basis of their isogravtmetric studies. 
Venous resistance was found to be in.dependent of preeaure and 
blood now. However, this has been explained previously to be 
due to the influence of eutaneoua circulation (Johnson et al, 
1966). 
The third case, i.e., that veinl ean actively oppose pressure 
changes, describes the venous resistance change observed in 
the present experiment&, in which arw·'."fal pressure decreaaes 
were COJllPen&ated tor by increases in vaooua pressure. Johnson 
and Hanson ( 1962) observed a similar reaetion in an ianlated 
ileal segment and attributed this response to a loeal arterio-
venoue reflex, because denervation, adrenergic blockade, and 
nerve (cold) blockade reduced or abol1shed the venous resistance 
incraaee. Roviek (1966) questioned this conclusion because 
in no casa did venous resistance decrease as venm1e pressure 
was elevaead. If the aetiYe component present in the venous 
response was eliminated, it would be expected that the veins 
should then act as distenaible or passive vessels, whieh they 
did not. 
Tha fourth case, i.e., the veina can respond in a !l'lAllner 
not clearly indicative of a passive, rigid, or active vessel, 
was indirectly discussed by Folkow and Mellander (196h). They 
presented evidence and a hypothesis regarding the local and 
ranex control of veins. They suF,gested that the venous sep;ment 
ahoµld be consi&Jred in light of its double function. (1) the 
resistane• tunction, confined primarily to the venules and small 
veins, which is responsible for post-capillary resistance, and 
(2) the capacity tunction, which is confined primarily to the 
distal venous sepent and is responsible tor the passive response 
observed within the venous segment. 
The work of Ablad et al (196)) supports this hypothesized 
double .funetioning venous se~nt. They were able to alter 
the ratio betwe$11 pre-and-post-capillary resistance by mQans 
or chenrl.eal agents. Since mean capillary pressure depends upon 
this ratio of resistances ( Ji'ol'<ov, 19~), a chanp,s in elther 
value can significantly chan~ the pressure exi.atinS?: within the 
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capillary bed, and thus alter nat filtration and absorption. 
Their data revealed that hydralazino decreases tha pre-to post-
capillary ratio and increaserl net capillary filtration. They, 
therefore, concluded t~at the dl'ug pr1.l'ltarily effected the pr&-
eapillary (arteriolar) vessels. Sodium nitrite had a very 
small effect up.'l?l the ratio, and yet dilated th.a venous segment 
markedly; in all probability, the post•capillary (venular) segment 
also would have bean dilated. 1bis would explain the slight 
change in pre-to post-capillary resi&tance ratio. 
In 1966, Roviek eoncluded that secondary eapooity responses 
in ton~e skeletal mu.sole, produced by uncompensated pressure 
changes, ware active. In one ease where arterial pressure was 
increased, a delayed deerease in capacity was observed in the 
absence or any accompanying total resistance response. He also 
reported that this change was accompanied by no apparent change 
in venous pressure. Consequently, this eaeondary capacity response 
muss have been caused by actiYe smooth muscle contraction in the 
venous se~nt. 
'!'he data or Ablad et al (196)) and Rovick (1966) support 
the presence of both an active, resistance venous segment, 
probably located in the venulos close to the capillary bed and 
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a more distal, yet passive. capacity venous seement. The present 
data, obtained where the nattern of compensated pressure alterations 
was reversed, also suggests tha possibility of a double function-
in« 'f'Bnous ••pent. 
n_,rerenee haa been and will be mads in thh diseuaeion as 
t~ the l~eation of the active and passiva components within the 
venous eystem. Thie haa been dorut to eb\plUy the concept of an 
active vttmur response to pr11Sssure alterations and to mnphaeizit 
th• e:ffecte an active Tenous NSp!'.>Mll would ha•e upon mean cap-
illary pressure. Thie separation of !'unction.a does not exclude the 
tact that venul•a and small veins alao are capacitance vessels. 
Likewise, it doe• not exolud• the possibility that the smooth 
llWlcle in the larger and more dietal venowt segment could respond 
in an active ~r t.o pressure alterations. 
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It thta double !unction d09s e.xiat vithin the venous system, 
it is possible that the isogravimetrie capillary preeaure deter-
mined by the paired preeeure alterations would be different trom 
••ch other. Curve B or figu.rea 10 Md 11, deecribea the oaae 1n 
wbieh venous pT$88Ure waa the tirat preaeure alteratton. 'Ibis press• 
ure 1nc1"$&a8 tranemitted baek throughmit the vaaeulature would 
distend the entire system, net onl7 th• distal, passive venous 
segMnt but also th• pro.U-1, aetiv• venous aepent. It hae 
bf.Hln d91!IDnBtrated (Dobrin, 1968) that the magnitude of contraction. 
in arteries,induced by active smooth musol$ ia minimal at large 
vessel dia:metere and m&1C'1..llal at BlNlll veHel dHMtters. The 
hypotheai• suggests that in this eaee the effect of the active 
•1nous secr:lent was r~duced by the initial e leva ti on in venous 
pressure. Thus, if t.he magnitude of response in th'3 active 
venOUf.I segment was minimized, the changes in post-capillary 
resistance would th.en be expected to follov the resistance 
chan~ of a distansible venous syst9m, ~.n response to a venous 
pressure elevation. '!be section of the veins, which aceounta 
tor apprcxi11!Ately 2/3 of the total venous reaietanoa, would 
appear to be respond1.ng as a passive segment. lhus total 
venous resistanc~ would be expected to decrease during this 
isogravimetrie technique. The supposition is supported by 
t.lte data since the slope of the eurve in figure 10-B indicated 
a decrease in total venous resistance. Figure 11-B indicated 
that no change in venous resistance occurred during the entire 
eXJ)erimental procedure. In this case, the magnitude of the 
response in the active venous segment w·as retl.uced--yet counter-
balanced by the magnitude of the response in the pass1V$ venous 
segment. Likewise, the ehang•s in venous pressure vould describe 
more accuratel.7 the changes in pressure occurring within the 
capillary hed, since the active, and thus opposinlJ, segment 
situated between the capillary b$d and the point at which venous 
pressure is mechanically elevated, is minimized. 
By eor:'lp8.rison, curves A in figures 10 and 11 deseribae the 
ease in which arterial pressure was the first pressur~ alteration. 
Th~ pressure changa was transmitted to the pre-and post-capillary 
s~gments. According to the present hypothesis, the post-cap-
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illary segaent cf the veins '.iOUld hav@ reacted prior to the 
eecond pressure change, i.e., the wnowr pressure elevation. I1' 
the smooth !'!tUSele in the vemiles reacted actively and constricted 
the segment, inst•ad ~r reactin~ in a passive ~anner, during the 
ehort interval o! deereuad arterial pressure, the resiatanee 
in this section would increue.. The ratio of pre-to post-
capilla17 reaiatanoe would inereaae, and the gradi•nt for net 
reabeorption would be deereued. A euller elevation in venau 
pr•eeure would be required to establish the isogravimiltrie utate 
at zero flow. Also, it is poaaibl& that the increase in. venous 
reaiata.nce in this aegunt could have dominated the changes in total 
venou resistance, The slope of curve A in figure 10 and 11 
indieated that the total venous rffiatance inereued during the 
entire procedure. 'nle intercept value indicated that a lower 
iaogravimetrie capillar7 pressure vu required at ffro now. 
If the above hypothesis ia true, then the iaogravinletric 
capillary preaeun, preaented in B of figure 10 will be 110et 
representative of the preesure which was defi.Md as aqual to 
the effective osmotic pressure of the pla811& proteine, hut 
opposite in value. 
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CHAPTi!l\ VI 
3UM1Wl! 
Hean capillary preesur9 and arterial and venous resistance 
in an isolated, skinned forearm preparation were determ:ined by 
te8nB of the isogravimatric tdchnique. A dual set of results was 
obtain~d depending upon th~ sequence of compensated pressure alter-
ations performed: (1) venous resistance increased during comp;tn-
sated pressure alterations when arterial pressure was the first 
pressurv to be altered, (2) venous resistance decreased or did 
not change during compensat•d pressure alterations when venous pres-
sure was the firat pressure to be altered, and (3) isogravimetric 
capillary pressure, obtained by means of the compensated pressure 
alteration at the point of zero flow, was always a tew mm Hg higher 
when venous pressure waa the first pressure altered. A radio-
isotope tracer technique was employed in order to asa .. a the absence 
of net filtration, 'because zero transcapillary tranefer is the basis 
for tbe isogravimetric state. The isotope studies confirmed that 
a balance between filtration and absorption occWTed during each 
isogravinl<!trie state. An hypothesis was proposed in order t.o explain 
the data which attributed a dual .function to ths veno11s a7atem. 
This system consisted of an activa, proxintal and a passive, distal 
segment of venous vessel8. This hypothesis could be used to account 
for the opposite changes in venous resistance, and especially the 
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increased venow:· roeistance during an lncruse in wni.lue preeaure. 
Moreover, an active r~sponse to pressure alteration within the 
venulas and emall veins could affect rtean capillary preasure. 'ftlis 
would then explain the calculation or mere than one iaogravimetric 
capillary pressure within th$ same preparation. 
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